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REPORT
Assessment of EU’s climate policies:
are they up to the challenge?
Tuesday 3rd of October 2017, 16:00-18:00
European House, Jungmannova 24, Prague

The second debate of the Prague Climate Talks series took place on Tuesday 3rd October

§

at the European House. The project is co-organized by EUROPEUM Institute for European
Policy and Glopolis, in cooperation with Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung Prague and under the auspices
of the UN Information Centre Prague.
The topic of the second debate was “Assessment of EU’s climate policies – are they up to

§

the challenge?” and our distinguished speakers were Gabriela Fischerová (Ministry of the
Environment of the Slovak Republic), Adéla Denková (EurActiv.cz) and Zanna Vanrenterghem
(Climate Action Network Europe). The debate was moderated by Christian Kvorning Lassen
from EUROPEUM.
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to support that. The Winter Package for example proposed
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Prague Climate Talks is a new project aimed at establishing a platform for continued high-level discussion on the complex
issue of climate change. Throughout a series of debates it will bring together experts and professionals from varying relevant
fields as well as members of the general public.
The project is co-organised by EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy and Glopolis in cooperation with
Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung Prague and under the auspices of the UN Information Centre Prague.

